University Facility Fee Advisory Board
Minutes
Thursday, November 29, 2018
5:00-6:00 pm
303 GSB

Members Present
Jacob Royer Vice Chair
Dillon Donaghy Secretary
Natalie Miller CVMBS
Quin Kuechenmeister Business
Arnold Paecklar Graduate School
Marie Cusik Liberal Arts
Logan Johnson Warner College
Brye Windell Engineering
Nolan Bunting Natural Sciences

Associate Members
Anna Lamport Health and Human Sciences
Mauri Richards Engineering
Emma Parent CVMBS

Members at Large
Tristan Syron ASCSU
Andrea Fairfield ASCSU

Other Members
Becca Mueller Program Manager
Tom Satterly Advisor

1. University priorities—Dr. Rick Miranda, Provost and Lynn Johnson, Vice President of University Operations
   a. Introductions of members to the Provost and Vice President
   b. Discussion of priorities for spending the facilities fee
      i. Understanding what projects are needed most and where students will benefit most.
      ii. Keep in mind that not all projects can affect every student—maximize student impact
      iii. Need for new style of GA classrooms (not theater style) as well as more large classrooms, circular classrooms
      iv. Be open to projects that benefit less students (single college for instance) but with large impact—Mountain Campus
      v. Student facilities fees not used for auxiliary facilities and operations, (non-academic buildings)
   c. Buildings on the University’s radar
      i. Glover—potential demolition and rebuilding for engineering space as well as natural sciences
ii. Clark—not likely for demolition, but likely renovation
iii. ERHS—potential to triple usable space, likely to share between CVMBS and other colleges